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1. Australia to Z (Armin Greder)  $29.99 $27.00
Juxtaposing words and images, the multi-award-winning author of The Island shines an 
uncompromising light on what it is to be Australian. ‘Australia to Z - an alphabet book, 
but not one for the young and teaching them their letters. Instead Armin Greder has cast 
his critical eye on us and our symbols.’ Libby Gleeson  Picture Book Year 8 Civics and 
Citizenship

2. Boy at the Top of the Mountain (John Boyne)  $19.99 $18.00
When Pierrot becomes an orphan, he must leave his home in Paris for a new life with his 
Aunt Beatrix, a servant in a wealthy household at the top of the German mountains. But 
this is no ordinary time, for it is 1935 and the Second World War is fast approaching; and 
this is no ordinary house, for this is the Berghof, the home of Adolf Hitler. Quickly, Pierrot is 
taken under Hitler’s wing, and is thrown into an increasingly dangerous new world: a world 
of terror, secrets and betrayal.

3. Faceless (Alyssa Sheinmel)  $16.99 $15.30
When Maisie is struck by lightning, her face is partially destroyed. She’s lucky enough to 
get a face transplant, but how do you live your life when you can’t even recognize yourself 
any more? She was a runner, a girlfriend, a good student ...a normal girl. Now, after a single 
freak accident, all that has changed. As Maisie discovers how much her looks did and didn’t 
shape her relationship to the world, she has to redefine her own identity, and figure out what 
‘lucky’ really means.

4. Guys Read: Terrifying Tales (Jon Scieszka)  $12.99 $11.70
Be afraid, be very afraid of Terrifying Tales, the sixth volume in the Guys Read Library of 
Great Reading. Eleven masters of suspense-Kelly Barnhill, Michael Buckley, Adam Gidwitz, 
Adele Griffin and Lisa Brown, Claire Legrand, Nikki Loftin, Daniel Jose Older, Dav Pilkey, R.L. 
Stine, and Rita Williams-Garcia have come together to bring you a bone-chilling collection 
of original ghost stories with illustrations by Gris Grimly, perfect for sharing around the 
campfire, reading under the covers with a flashlight, and scaring your friends’ pants off.

5.  Kane Chronicles: Throne of Fire: Graphic Novel #2  
(Rick Riordan)  $29.99 $27.00

Ever since the gods of Ancient Egypt were unleashed on the modern world, Carter Kane 
and his sister, Sadie, have been in big trouble. As descendants of the magical House of 
Life, they command certain powers. But now a terrifying enemy - Apophis, the giant snake 
of chaos - is rising.  If Carter and Sadie don’t destroy him, the world will end in five days’ 
time. Can the Kane’s destroy Apophis before he swallows the sun and plunges the earth 
into darkness . . . forever?
6. Red Pyramid: Graphic Novel #1  $24.99 $22.50
7. My Sister Rosa (Justine Larbalestier)  $19.99 $18.00
Che’s little sister Rosa is smart, talented, pretty, and so good at deception that Che’s 
convinced she must be a psychopath. She hasn’t hurt anyone yet, but he’s certain it’s just 
a matter of time. And when their parents move them to New York City, Che longs to return 
to Sydney and his three best friends. But his first duty is to his sister Rosa, who is playing 
increasingly complex and disturbing games. Can he protect Rosa from the world - and the 
world from Rosa?

8. One Thousand Hills (James Roy and Noel Zihabamwe)  $16.99 $15.30
Agabande, Rwanda, April 1994. The children in the village are doing childlike things, playing 
with toys they make themselves, going to school and church on Sunday. Doing their chores. 
But there are whispers and looks, and messages of hate on the radio, and people are leaving. 
Pascal is a good boy, trying his best, but the world he knows is about to change forever.

9. Summoner #1: Novice, The (Taran Matharu)  $14.99 $13.50
Fletcher was nothing more than a humble blacksmith’s apprentice, when a chance 
encounter leads to the discovery that he has the ability to summon demons from another 
world. Chased from his village for a crime he did not commit, he must travel with his demon 
to the Vocans Academy, where the gifted are trained in the art of summoning.  The academy 
will put Fletcher through a gauntlet of gruelling lessons, training him as a battlemage to fight 
in the Hominum Empire’s war against the savage Orcs. Rubbing shoulders with the children 
of the most powerful nobles in the land, Fletcher must tread carefully. 
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HIGHLIGHTS/NEW RELEASE (1-10)

AUSTRALIAN NOVELS (11-58)

10. Yellow (Megan Jacobson)  $19.99 $18.00
If fourteen-year-old Kirra is having a mid-life crisis now then it doesn’t bode well for her life expectancy. Her so-called friends 
bully her, whatever semblance of a mother she had has been drowned at the bottom of a gin bottle ever since her dad left 
them for another woman, and now a teenage ghost is speaking to her through a broken phone booth. Kirra and the ghost 
make a pact. She’ll prove who murdered him almost twenty years ago if he makes her popular, gets her parents back together, 
and he promises not to haunt her. Things aren’t so simple, however, and Kirra realises that people can be haunted in more 
ways than one.

(RRP) (SCHOOL)

11. Australia’s Great War: 1916 (Alan Tucker)  $16.99 $15.30ea
The ‘cooee’ call to arms takes Syd from the Mallee to the fields of France. As part of the mobile veterinary unit, his 
horses are trained for war but face new and deadly weapons. Battle-weary diggers, shipped from Gallipoli and joined 
by fresh recruits from home, are met by a formidable enemy at Fromelles and along the River Somme, in a year that 
will be forged in legend and memory.
12. Australia’s Great War: 1914 13. Australia’s Great War: 1915

14. Bro (Helen Chebatte)  $19.95 $17.96
What happens when you mix teenage boys, a fight club and ethnic rivalries? You get war. Romeo Makhlouf knows 
the rules.  Stick with your own kind. Don’t dob on your mates or even on your enemies. Respect the family.  But even 
unwritten rules are made for breaking. Fight clubs, first loves and family ties are pushed to the limit in Helen Chebatte’s 
explosive debut novel.

15. Caesar the War Dog: Operation Black Shark #5 (Stephen Dando-Collins)  $16.99 $15.30ea
When Sergeant Ben Fulton’s family joins him on a cruise ship holiday, Ben, Josh, Maddie and Nan travel in luxury 
among the islands of the Caribbean while Caesar is in quarantine.  But a gang who have broken out of a Cuban prison 
have other ideas. They hijack the massive ship and hold its three thousand passengers to ransom. With passengers 
of all nationalities in danger, only the United Nations can step in to help. Ben’s best friend, Charlie, and the rest of the 
GRRR team assemble. Can Operation Black Shark capture the modern-day pirates before it’s too late? 
16. Caesar the War Dog  18. Caesar the War Dog: Operation Pink Elephant 
17. Caesar the War Dog: Operation Blue Dragon  19. Caesar the War Dog: Operation Green Parrot

20. Cloudwish (Fiona Wood)  $19.99 $18.00
For Vân Uoc Phan, fantasies fell into two categories: nourishing, or pointless. Daydreaming about Billy Gardiner, for 
example? Pointless. It always left her feeling sick, as though she’d eaten too much sugar. Vân Uoc doesn’t believe in 
fairies, zombies, vampires, Father Christmas - or magic wishes. She believes in keeping a low profile: real life will start 
when school finishes. But when she attracts the attention of Billy Gardiner, she finds herself in an unwelcome spotlight. 
Not even Jane Eyre can help her now. 

21. Colours of Madeleine #3: Tangle of Gold, A (Jaclyn Moriarty)  $19.99 $18.00ea
The Kingdom of Cello is in crisis. Princess Ko’s deception has been revealed and the Elite have taken control, placing 
the Princess, Samuel and Sergio under arrest and ordering their execution. Elliot is being held captive by the Hostiles 
and Colour storms are raging through the land. The Cello Wind has been silent for months. Plans are in place to bring 
the remaining Royals home from the World but then all communication between Cello and the World will cease. That 
means Madeleine will lose Elliot, forever. Madeleine and Elliot must solve the mystery of Cello before it is too late.
22. Corner of White, A #1 23. Cracks in the Kingdom #2

24. Countdown to Danger #1: Bullet Train Disaster (Jack Heath)  $12.99 $11.70
You are strapped tightly into your seat on the bullet train. The mountain track is so steep, the aisle is a staircase. As 
the train accelerates at top speed, a passenger slips out of his seat and begins to fall to the back of the train. He 
will probably die. Do you unstrap yourself to save him, or do you stay in your seat? Countdown the minutes in Jack 
Heath’s terrifying story of your survival, or your demise! You decide.

25. Forward March (Christobel Mattingley and David Kennett)  $24.99 $22.50
On Anzac Day in Australia, people of all ages and nationalities gather at war memorials for the dawn service and line 
city streets for the march. On this national day of mourning and commemoration, they honour the men and women 
who returned from war and the sons, fathers, grandfathers and good mates who did not. PICTURE BOOK

26. Illuminae (Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff)  $19.99 $18.00
Kady and Ezra thought their break up was messy until they witnessed their entire world literally falling apart. Now 
Kady and Ezra are piecing together what’s left of their lives, and their romance, and trying to survive an intergalactic 
war. An innovatively designed story that’s best described as Battlestar Galactica meets 10 Things I Hate About You.

27. Magrit (Lee Battersby)  $19.99 $18.00
Magrit lives in an abandoned cemetery with her friend and advisor, Master Puppet. One night as Magrit and Master 
Puppet sit atop of their crumbling chapel, a passing stork drops a baby into the graveyard. Defying Master Puppet’s 
demands that the baby be disposed of, and taking no heed of his dire warnings, Magrit decides to raise the baby 
herself. She gives him a name: Bugrat. Magrit loves Bugrat like a brother, friend and son all rolled into one. But Master 
Puppet and the newly discovered skeleton girl know all too well what will happen when Bugrat grows up - that the 
truth about them all will be revealed. Something Magrit refuses to face.

28. Matilda Saga #5: Ghost by the Billabong, The (Jackie French) $19.99 $18.00ea
Hippies wear beads, demonstrators march against the Vietnam War, and the world waits to see the first human steps 
on the moon’s surface. But at Gibbers Creek, Jed Kelly sees ghosts, from the past and future, at the Drinkwater 
billabong where long ago the swaggie leaped to his defiant death. But is seventeen-year-old Jed a con artist or a 
survivor? When she turns up at Drinkwater Station claiming to be the great-granddaughter of Matilda Thompson’s 
dying husband, Jed clearly has secrets. As does a veteran called Nicholas, who was badly wounded in the Vietnam 
War and now must try to create a life he truly wants to live, despite the ghosts that haunt him too. 
29. Waltz for Matilda #1 31. Road to Gundagai, The #3 
30. Girl from Snowy River, The #2 32. To Love a Sunburnt Country #4

(RRP) (SCHOOL)
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33. My Life and Other Exploding Chickens (Tristan Bancks)  $15.99 $14.40ea
Have you ever done a runner from the dentist? Are you petrified of clowns? Have giant headlice tried to eat you? 
Have you ever been attacked by Library Ninjas when your book was five years overdue? And have you come up with 
a genius way to never do homework again? All of these things have happened to me. I’m Tom Weekly. My life is an 
exploding chicken and the book in your hands is my attempt to glue it back together again.
34. My Life and Other Stuff I Made Up #1 36. My Life and Other Massive Mistakes #3 
35. My Life and Other Stuff That Went Wrong #2

37. Newt’s Emerald (Garth Nix)  $18.99 $17.10
After the Newington Emerald is stolen at the height of a conjured storm, eighteen-year-old Lady Truthful Newington 
goes to London to search for the magical heirloom of her house. But as no well-bred young lady can hunt the 
metropolis for a stolen jewel, she has to disguise herself as a man, and is soon caught up in a dangerous adventure 
where she must risk her life, her reputation, and her heart. 

38. Obernewtyn Chronicles #7: Red Queen, The (Isobelle Carmody)  $32.99 $29.70
The time has come at last for Elspeth Gordie to leave the Land on her quest to find and stop the computermachine
Sentinel from unleashing the deadly Balance of Terror arsenal. But before she can embark on her quest, she must 
find a lost key; and although she has long prepared for this day, nothing is as she imagined. This is the final, dramatic 
volume in a series of books that undoubtedly shines as one of the most fantastic, and fantastical, tapestries ever woven.
39. Obernewtyn #1  $22.99 $20.70
40. Farseekers, The #2  $22.99 $20.70
41. Ashling #3  $22.99 $20.70

42. Keeping Place #4  $22.99 $20.70
43. Stone Key, The #5  $22.99 $20.70
44. Sending, The #6  $22.99 $20.70

45. Pearl-Shell Diver: A Story of Adventure (Kay Crabbe)  $16.99 $15.30
Sario lives with his family on a remote Torres Strait island, which he never wants to leave - but the winds of change 
are stirring. The year is 1898 and the pearl-shell trade is at its height. When his father is coerced to join a white trader 
on his pearling lugger, thirteen-year-old Sario must go to work as a swimming diver to support the family. He can earn 
more as a pump diver, and is excited by the idea of walking on the sea floor, but the competition is fierce, and the only 
captain who will take him on runs the worst outfit in the fleet. With the constant danger of shark attack and the storm 
of the century approaching, can Sario provide for his family and realise his dream?

46. Reluctant Jillaroo, The (Kaz Delaney)  $16.99 $15.30
Heidi Gage is all about sun, skating and waves until her twin sister, Harper, dislocates her knee. If Harper doesn’t go 
to jillaroo camp at Winmaroo - and seriously impress the teachers - she can kiss her dream school goodbye. And 
what’s the point of having a twin sister if you can’t switch places now and then, right?  Blame it on guilt, or on sisterly 
love, but before the dust has settled Heidi is heading to the country for ten days of horses, snakes, rats and creepy 
crawlies ... and trying to look like she knows what she’s doing.

47. Sidekicks (William Kostakis)  $19.99 $18.00
The Swimmer.  The Rebel.  The Nerd.  All Ryan, Harley and Miles had in common was Isaac. They lived different lives, 
had different interests and kept different secrets. But they shared the same best friend. They were sidekicks. And now 
that Isaac’s gone, what does that make them?  Will Kostakis, award-winning author of The First Third, perfectly depicts 
the pain and pleasure of this teenage world, piecing together three points of view with intricate splendour.

48. Singing Bones, The (Shaun Tan)  $35.00 $31.50
In this beautifully presented volume, the essence of seventy-five fairy tales by the Brothers Grimm is wonderfully 
evoked by Shaun Tan’s extraordinary sculptures. Nameless princes, wicked stepsisters, greedy kings, honourable 
peasants and ruthless witches, tales of love, betrayal, adventure and magical transformation: all inspiration for this 
stunning gallery of sculptural works. Introduced by Grimm Tales author Philip Pullman and leading fairy tale scholar 
Jack Zipes, The Singing Bones breathes new life into some of the world’s most beloved fairy tales.

49. Starbound  #3: Their Fractured Light (Amie Kaufman)  $18.99 $17.10ea
Will the secrets of LaRoux Industries finally be exposed by Gideon Marchant, an eighteen-year-old computer hacker 
and an urban warrior, and fellow rebel and thief Sofia Quinn?
50. These Broken Stars #1 51. This Shattered World #2

52. Stars at Oktober Bend (Glenda Millard)  $19.99 $18.00
Alice is fifteen, with hair as red as fire and skin as pale as bone, but something inside her is broken. She has acquired 
a brain injury, the result of an assault, and her words come out slow and slurred. But when she writes, words fly from 
her pen. She writes poems to express the words she can’t say and leaves them in unexpected places around the 
town. Manny was once a child soldier. He is sixteen and has lost all his family. He appears to be adapting to his new 
life in this country, where there is comfort and safety, but at night he runs, barefoot, to escape the memory of his past. 
When he first sees Alice, she is sitting on the rusty roof of her river-house, looking like a carving on an old-fashioned 
ship sailing through the stars.

53. Twinmaker #3: Fall (Sean Williams)  $18.99 $17.10ea
Action and danger fuel this near-future thriller in a fresh take on technology, identity, and the lengths one girl will go to 
save her best friend. The explosive conclusion to the Twinmaker series.
54. Jump #1  55. Crash #2

56. Way We Roll (Scott Gardner)  $19.99 $18.00
Will went to private school, and Julian went to juvie. Will is running from a family secret, and Julian is running from the 
goat next door. The boys meet pushing trolleys, and they find a common enemy in the Westie hoons who terrorise the 
carpark. After a few close calls, Will has to nut up and confront his past. But on the way, he learns a few things about 
what it means to be a friend - and what it means to be family. The Way We Roll is a rattling urban bromance made of 
plastic and stainless steel. Brace yourself.

57. Yearbook Committee, The (Sara Ayoub)  $19.99 $18.00
Five teenagers. Five lives. One final year. Five unlikely teammates thrust together against their will. Can they find a way 
to make their final year a memorable one or will their differences tear their world apart?

58. Zeroes (Scott Westerfeld, Margo Lanagan and Deborah Biancotti)  $19.99 $18.00
Introducing ZEROES - featuring six unique superheroes, one bag of stolen drug money, one bungled bank robbery and a whole 
heap of trouble. All adding up to one outstanding YA series by three extraordinary writers. Don’t call them heroes. But these six 
Californian teens have powers that set them apart. Filled with high-stakes action and drama, Zeroes unites three powerhouse 
authors, Scott Westerfeld, Margo Lanagan and Deborah Biancotti, for the opening instalment of a thrilling new series.

AUSTRALIAN NOVELS (11-58)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)
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59. Adam Grant Novel #3: Survivor (Tom Hoyle)  $14.99 $13.50ea
When the first person on the Ultimate Bushcraft adventure holiday mysteriously dies, it’s a tragedy. But when the 
second, and third die . . . it’s no longer mysterious: it’s suspicious. Who can you trust when everyone left alive is a 
suspect? Who is the murderer? As the numbers dwindle, the chances of survival plummet . . . Staying alive has never 
seemed so guilty.
60. Thirteen #1  61. Spiders #2

62. Amulet #7: Firelight: Graphic Novel (Kazu Kibuishi)  $17.99 $16.10ea
Emily, Trellis, and Vigo visit Algos Island, where they can access and enter lost memories. They’re hoping to uncover 
the events of Trellis’s mysterious childhood -- knowledge they can use against the Elf King. What they discover is 
a dark secret that changes everything. Meanwhile, the Voice of Emily’s Amulet is getting stronger, and threatens to 
overtake her completely.
63. Stonekeeper #1  $16.99 $15.30 66. Last Council #4   $16.99 $15.30 
64. Stonekeeper’s Curse #2  $16.99 $15.30 67. Prince of Elves #5  $16.99 $15.30 
65. Cloud Searchers #3  $16.99 $15.30 68. Escape from Lucien #6  $16.99 $15.30

69. Anna and the Swallow Man (Gavriel Savit)  $19.99 $18.00
Kraków, 1939, is no place to grow up. There are a million marching soldiers and a thousand barking dogs. And Anna 
Lania is just seven years old when the Germans take her father and suddenly, she’s alone. Then she meets the Swallow 
Man.  He is a mystery, strange and tall. And like Anna’s missing father, he has a gift for languages: Polish, Russian, 
German, Yiddish, even Bird. When he summons a bright, beautiful swallow down to his hand to stop her from crying, 
Anna is entranced. Over the course of their travels together, Anna and the Swallow Man will dodge bombs, tame 
soldiers, and even, despite their better judgement, make a friend. But in a world gone mad, everything can prove 
dangerous.

70. Beautiful Broken Things (Sara Barnard)  $16.99 $15.30
Best friends Caddy and Rosie are inseparable. Their differences have brought them closer, but as she turns sixteen 
Caddy begins to wish she could be a bit more like Rosie - confident, funny and interesting. Then Suzanne comes into 
their lives: beautiful, damaged, exciting and mysterious, and things get a whole lot more complicated. As Suzanne’s 
past is revealed and her present begins to unravel, Caddy begins to see how much fun a little trouble can be. But the 
course of both friendship and recovery is rougher than either girl realises, and Caddy is about to learn that downward 
spirals have a momentum of their own.

71. Boy With Two Lives (Abbas Kazerooni)  $15.99 $14.40ea
When 10-year-old Abbas arrives in England to start a new life - having just fled conscription into the Iranian army and 
survived almost three months alone in Istanbul, Turkey, waiting for a visa - little does he know that his troubles have 
only just begun... Abbas’s extraordinary resilience in the face of overpowering odds makes this true story from the 
internationally bestselling author of On Two Feet and Wings inspiring and unforgettable. Ages 12+
72. On Two Feet and Wings: One Boy’s Amazing Story

73.  Chocolate Box Girls - Life Is Sweet: Six Fabulous Chocolate Box Stories  
(Cathy Cassidy)  $19.99 $18.00

Dip into the world of the Chocolate Box Girls with this delicious collection of short stories.  This fantastic collection 
includes Cathy Cassidy’s four e-shorts, available in print for the very first time and a brand new, never before seen, 
story. A must-have for all fans of the Chocolate Box Girls!

74. Dark Artifices #1 Lady Midnight (Cassandra Clare) $27.99 $25.20
It’s been five years since the events of City of Heavenly Fire that brought the Shadowhunters to the brink of oblivion. 
Emma Carstairs is no longer a child in mourning, but a young woman bent on discovering what killed her parents and 
avenging her losses.  Together with her parabatai Julian Blackthorn, Emma must learn to trust her head and her heart 
as she investigates a demonic plot that stretches across Los Angeles, from the Sunset Strip to the enchanted sea that 
pounds the beaches of Santa Monica. If only her heart didn’t lead her in treacherous directions…

75. Death or Ice Cream (Gareth P Jones)  $16.99 $15.30
Larkin Mills: The Birthplace of Death! Larkin Mills is no ordinary town. It’s a place of contradictions and enigma, of 
secrets and mysteries. A place with an exquisite ice cream parlour, and an awful lot of death.

76. Demon Road (Derek Landy)  $19.99 $18.00
DEMON ROAD kicks off with a shocking opener and never lets up the pace in an epic road-trip across the supernatural 
landscape of America. Killer cars, vampires, undead serial killers: they’re all here. And the demons? Well, that’s where 
Amber comes in ... Sixteen years old, smart and spirited, she’s just a normal teenager until the lies are torn away and 
the demons reveal themselves. Forced to go on the run, she hurtles from one threat to another, revealing a tapestry 
of terror woven into the very fabric of her life. Her only chance rests with her fellow travellers, who are not at all what 
they appear to be.

77. Embassy Row #2: See How They Run (Ally Carter)  $19.99 $18.00
Some secrets are better left unfound . . . For the past three years, Grace Blakely has been desperate to find out the 
truth about her mother’s murder. She thought it would bring her peace. She thought it would lead her to answers. 
She thought she could put the past to rest. But the truth has only made her a target. And the past? The only way to 
put the past to rest is for Grace to kill it once and for all. On Embassy Row, power can make you a victor or a victim, 
love can turn you into a fool or a fugitive, and family can lead you forward or bury you deep. Trust is a luxury. Death 
is a very real threat. And a girl like Grace must be very careful about which secrets she brings to light. Hardback
78. All Fall Down #1  $16.99 $15.30

79. Erth Dragons #1: Wearle (Chris D’Lacey)  $15.99 $14.40
The Wearle came to Erth to find out what happened to their previous group, who never returned. Gabrial, a young blue 
dragon, is desperate to prove his worth. But the dragons aren’t alone in the mountains. Down beyond the scorch line, 
Ren, a young hom boy, is fascinated by the ‘skalers’. But when he creeps into their territory, he sneaks out again with 
a wriggling baby wearling...Dragon and boy’s fates combine in this stunning new fantasy series. Ages 11+

OVERSEAS NOVELS (59-145)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)
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80. Fallen #5: Unforgiven (Lauren Kate)  $19.99 $18.00ea
High school can be hell. Cam knows what it’s like to be haunted. He’s spent more time in Hell than any angel ever 
should. And his freshest Hell is high school, where Lilith, the girl he can’t stop loving, is serving out a punishment for 
his crimes. Cam made a bet with Lucifer: he has fifteen days to convince the only girl who really matters to him to love 
him again. If he succeeds, Lilith will be allowed back into the world, and they can live their lives together. But if he fails 
. . . there’s a special place in Hell just for him. Tick-tock.
81. Fallen #1  82. Torment #2  83. Passion #3  84. Rapture #4  

85. Gemini Force #2: Ghost Mine (MG Harris)  $15.99 $14.40ea
Ben Carrington’s dream has become a reality: he’s finally a member of Gemini Force. But, still suffering from the deaths 
of his parents, it’s a bitter-sweet triumph. When news reaches GF1 of a gang of illegal ‘ghost’ miners trapped after a 
South African mining disaster, Ben is glad to spring into action with the team. But it soon emerges that the company, 
Auron, doesn’t want its miners found. Ages 13+
86. Black Horizon #1

87. Girls Like Us (Gail Giles) $16.99 $15.30
Quincy and Biddy are both graduates of their high school’s special ed program, but they couldn’t be more different. 
When they’re thrown together as roommates in their first “real world” apartment, it initially seems to be an uneasy fit. 
But the two of them realize that they might have more in common than they thought - and more important, that they 
might be able to help each other move forward. Hard-hitting and compassionate, Girls Like Us is a story about growing 
up in a world that can be cruel and finding the strength - and the support - to carry on.

88. Girl Online: On Tour (Zoe Sugg)  $24.99 $22.50
Penny’s bags are packed. When Noah invites Penny on his European music tour, she can’t wait to spend time with 
her rock-god-tastic boyfriend. But, between Noah’s jam-packed schedule, less-than-welcoming bandmates and 
threatening messages from jealous fans, Penny wonders whether she’s really cut out for life on tour. She can’t help 
but miss her family, her best friend Elliot . . . and her blog, Girl Online. Can Penny learn to balance life and love on the 
road, or will she lose everything in pursuit of the perfect summer?

89. Girl Online  $19.99 $18.00

90. Happily Ever After: Companion to Selection Series (Kiera Cass) $14.99 $13.50
A companion volume to the bestselling The Selection series - extra stories and never-before-seen extras. Fans should 
prepare to swoon! The achingly romantic and stylish four The Selection e-novellas - The Prince, The Guard, The Queen 
and The Favorite - together in one irresistible volume. Plus exclusive extra content - Art for each of the novellas, a new 
intro for each of the novellas and 3 brand new scenes from each of the first 3 novels.
91. Selection, The #1  $14.99 $13.50  93. One, The #3  $14.99 $13.50 
92. Elite, The #2  $14.99 $13.50  94. Heir, The #4  $16.95 $15.26

95.  His Dark Materials #1: Northern Lights: Graphic Novel: Volume 1 
(Phillip Pullman)  $32.99 $29.70

Lyra Belacqua lives half-wild and carefree among the scholars of Jordan College, with her daemon familiar always by 
her side. But the arrival of her fearsome uncle, Lord Asriel, draws her to the heart of a terrible struggle – a struggle 
born of Gobblers and stolen children, witch clans and armoured bears. As she hurtles towards danger in the cold far 
North, Lyra never suspects the shocking truth: she alone is destined to win, or to lose, the biggest battle imaginable. 

96. Homeroom Diaries (James Patterson)  $17.99 $16.20
Margaret ‘Cuckoo’ Clarke recently had a brief stay in a mental institution following an emotional breakdown, but she’s 
turning over a new leaf with her ‘Happiness Project’. She’s determined to beat down the bad vibes of the Haters, 
the Terror Teachers, and all of the trials and tribulations of high school by writing and drawing in her diary. And when 
life gets really tough, she works through her own moments of uncertainty through imaginary conversations with her 
favourite literary characters. 

97. How Not To Disappear (Clare Furniss)  $16.99 $15.30
Our memories are what make us who we are. Some are real. Some are made up. But they are the stories that tell 
us who we are. Without them we are nobody. Hattie’s summer isn’t going as planned. Her two best friends have 
abandoned her: Reuben has run off to Europe to “find himself” and Kat’s in Edinburgh with her new girlfriend. 
Meanwhile Hattie is stuck babysitting her twin siblings and dealing with endless drama around her mum’s wedding. 
Oh, and she’s also just discovered that she’s pregnant with Reuben’s baby... Then Gloria, Hattie’s great-aunt who no 
one previously knew even existed comes crashing into her life. Gloria’s fiercely independent, rather too fond of a gin 
sling and is in the early stages of dementia. Together the two of them set out on a road trip of self-discovery - Gloria 
to finally confront the secrets of her past before they are wiped from her memory forever and Hattie to face the hard 
choices that will determine her future...

98. How to Say I Love You Out Loud (Karole Cozzo)  $16.99 $15.30
When Jordyn Michaelson’s autistic brother joins her at her elite school, she’s determined not to let anyone know 
they’re related. Even if that means closing herself off to all her closest friends, including charming football stud Alex 
Colby. But despite her best intentions, she just can’t shake the memory of kissing Alex last summer, and the desire 
to do it again. Can Jordyn find the courage to tell Alex how she really feels—and the truth about her family—before 
he slips away forever?

99. I am Number Four #6: Fate of Ten (Pittacus Lore)  $22.99 $20.70
For years the Garde have fought the Mogadorians in secret, but now the invasion has begun. If the Garde can’t find a 
way to stop the Mogs, humanity will suffer the same fate as the Lorien: annihilation. When the Elders sent the Garde 
to Earth, they had a plan-one which the Garde are finally starting to understand. A group of the Garde travelled to an 
ancient pyramid in Mexico where they awoke a power that had been hidden for generations. Now this power can save 
the world or destroy it. It will all depend on who wields it.

100. I am Number Four #1  $16.95 $15.26  103. Fall of Five #4  $16.99 $15.30 
101. Power of Six #2  $16.99 $15.30  104. Revenge of Seven #5  $19.99 $18.00 
102. Rise of Nine #3  $16.99 $15.30
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105. In Another Life (Laura Jarratt)  $19.95 $17.96
Hannah adores her older sister, Jenny - they are the best of friends, but different in every other way. Jenny dreams 
of leaving the States and flying to the UK to visit the places where their English mother grew up. But Jenny’s dream 
turns to a nightmare when she vanishes without a trace. Hannah and her father arrive in England to a big police 
investigation. As Hannah gets to know some of Jenny’s friends and acquaintances, she realises that families can hide 
the biggest secrets of all…

106. Lunar Chronicles #4: Winter (Marissa Meyer)  $19.99 $18.00
Don’t miss the thrilling final chapter of Marissa Meyer’s Lunar Chronicles series. Princess Winter is admired for 
her grace, kindness and beauty, despite the scars on her face. She’s said to be even more breath-taking than her 
stepmother, Queen Levana...When Winter develops feelings for the handsome palace guard, Jacin, she fears the 
evil Queen will crush their romance before it has a chance to begin. But there are stirrings against the Queen across 
the land. Together with the cyborg mechanic, Cinder, and her allies, Winter might even find the power to launch a 
revolution and win a war that’s been raging for far too long. Can Cinder, Scarlet, Cress, and Winter claim their happily 
ever afters by defeating Levana once and for all?
107. Cinder #1  $19.99 $18.00 109. Cress #3  $19.99 $18.00 
108. Scarlet #2  $19.99 $18.00 110. Fairest: Levana’s Story  $16.99 $15.30

111. Martians (Blythe Woolston)  $16.99 $15.30
Last girl Zoë Zindleman, numerical ID 009-99-9999, is starting work at AllMART, where “your smile is the AllMART 
welcome mat”. Her living arrangements are equally bleak: she can wait for her home to be repossessed now that 
AnnaMom has left, or move to the Warren, an abandoned shopping centre, to live with the other left-behind children. 
As Zoë struggles to find her place in a world that has consumed itself beyond redemption, she realizes she isn’t ready 
to disappear into the AllMART abyss quite yet. Zoë wants to live.

112. Messenger of Fear #2: Tattooed Heart, The (Michael Grant)  $22.95 $20.66ea
Mara has learned to punish the wicked as the Messenger’s apprentice. Those who act out of selfishness and greed, 
and others who become violent because of prejudice and hate, pay the ultimate price. But Mara is constantly reminded 
that Messengers are serving their own kind of punishment–for every person who is offered justice, they wear a tattoo 
that symbolizes the heart of the crime. As Mara delves deeper into her harsh reality she will discover that in spite of all 
the terror she and Messenger inflict, caring in this world is the hardest part of all.
113. Messenger of Fear #1 

114. Mortality Doctrine #3 Game of Lives, The (James Dashner)  $19.99 $18.00
The games Michael is playing have become all too real. Only weeks ago, sinking into the Sleep was fun. The VirtNet 
combined the most cutting-edge technology and the most sophisticated gaming for a full mind-body experience. 
And it was Michael’s passion. But now every time Michael sinks, he risks his life.  The games are over. The VirtNet 
has become a world of deadly consequences, and Kaine grows stronger by the day. The Mortality Doctrine – Kaine’s 
master plan – has nearly been realized, and little by little the line separating the virtual from the real is blurring. 
115. Eye of Minds #1  $17.99 $16.20 116. Rule of Thoughts #2  $17.99 $16.20

117. Moth Girls (Anne Cassidy)  $16.99 $15.30
Helplessly drawn like moths to the light, two girls go missing in an evocative and gripping tale  They called them the 
Moth Girls because they were attracted to the house. They were drawn to it. Or at least that is what is written in the 
newspapers that Mandy reads on the anniversary of when her two best friends went missing. Five years have passed 
since Petra and Tina were determined to explore the dilapidated house on Princess Street. But what started off as 
a dare ended with the two girls vanishing. As Mandy’s memories of the disappearance of her two friends are ignited 
once again, disturbing details will resurface in her mind.

118. Mutant #2: Mutant Rising (Steve Feasey)  $15.99 $14.90ea
The world has changed for Rush since he discovered that he wasn’t the only one. A Mutant with powers that the 
Pure government would kill for, there are five kids like him on Scorched Earth, hidden from the world until now. Rush: 
telekinetic; Anya: shapeshifter; Jax: mind reader; Flea: time-stopper; Brick: healer. As their powers grow, Rush knows 
that they have a mission that means more than their own survival. Together, they’re like the ultimate weapon – they 
might just beat the evil government of President Melk. But someone will stop at nothing to break them up. And as Melk 
threatens to destroy the entire Mutant city, Rush’s feelings for Tia, one of the Pure, threaten to complicate everything .
119. Mutant City #1

120. Passenger (Alexandra Bracken)  $19.99 $18.00
Etta Spencer is a violin prodigy. When tragedy strikes and a mysterious power tied closely to her musical abilities 
manifests, Etta is pulled back through time to 1776 in the midst of a fierce sea battle. Her capture was orchestrated 
by the Ironwoods, the most powerful family in the Colonies. Nicholas Carter, handsome, young, prize master of a 
privateering ship, has been charged with retrieving and delivering her to the family - unharmed. Etta learns her fate is 
entwined with an object of untold value from her past. Ironwood is desperate to secure his future, but Etta must find it 
first in order to return home. Embarking on a perilous journey across centuries and continents, piecing together clues 
left behind from a mysterious traveller, the true nature of the object and Ironwood’s dangerous game, could mean the 
end for Nicholas and Etta …

121. Raven Cycle #4: Raven King, The (Maggie Stiefvater)  $24.99 $22.50
All her life, Blue has been warned that she will cause her true love’s death. She doesn’t believe in true love and never 
thought this would be a problem, but as her life becomes caught up in the strange and sinister world of the Raven 
Boys, she’s not so sure anymore. Hardback 
122. Raven Boys #1  $19.99 $18.00  124. Blue Lily, Lily Blue #3  $19.99 $18.00 
123. Dream Thieves #2  $19.99 $18.00

125. Rebel of the Sands (Alwyn Hamilton)  $16.99 $15.30
Dustwalk is Amani’s home. The desert sand is in her bones. But she wants to escape. More than a want. A need. Then 
a foreigner with no name turns up to save her life, and with him the chance to run. But to where? The desert plains 
are full of danger. Sand and blood are swirling, and the Sultan’s enemies are on the rise.

126. Rock War #2: Boot Camp (Robert Muchamore)  $19.99 $18.00
Jay, Summer, Dylan and their bands are headed for boot camp at uber-glamorous Rock War Manor. It’s going to be 
six weeks of mates, music and non-stop partying as they prepare for stardom. But the rock-star life of music festivals 
and glitzy premieres isn’t all it’s cracked up to be. Can the bands hold it together long enough to make it through the 
last stage of the competition, or will there be meltdown?
127. Rock War  $15.99 $14.40
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128. Ruby Redfort #5: Pick Your Poison (Lauren Child)  $19.99 $18.00
Ruby Redfort: undercover agent, code-cracker and thirteen-year-old genius - you can count on her when you’re 
between a rock and a hard place. There’s a lot to lose sleep over in Twinford: there’s the snakes and the bivalves, but 
they aren’t half as poisonous as the rumours. With so many twists and turns it’s hard to know who to trust, particularly 
when no one trusts you. Will Ruby make it out in one piece? Well, happy endings are for fairy tales, bozo. Hardback 

129. Look into my Eyes #1  $14.99 $13.50 131. Catch Your Death #3  $14.99 $13.50 
130. Take Your Last Breath #2 $14.99 $13.50 132. Feel the Fear #4  $14.99 $13.50

133. Rumble (Ellen Hopkins)  $17.99 $16.20
Matthew Turner knows it doesn’t get better. His younger brother Luke was bullied mercilessly after one of Matt’s friends 
outed Luke to the whole school, and when Luke called Matt—on the brink of suicide—Matt was too wrapped up in his 
new girlfriend to answer the phone. Now Luke is gone, and Matt’s family is falling apart. No matter what his girlfriend 
Hayden says about forgiveness, there’s no way Matt’s letting those he blames off the hook—including himself. As 
Matt spirals further into bitterness, he risks losing Hayden, the love of his life. But when her father begins to pressure 
the school board into banning books because of their homosexual content, he begins to wonder if he and Hayden 
ever had anything in common. Rumble explores bullying and suicide in a powerful story that examines the value of 
forgiveness and reconciliation

134. Siren, The (Kiera Cass)  $16.99 $15.30
Throughout the ages, the Ocean has occasionally rescued young women from drowning. To repay their debt, these 
young women must serve for 100 years as Sirens, remaining young and beautiful and using their deadly voices to 
lure strangers into watery graves. To keep their true nature secret, Sirens must never speak to humans, and must be 
careful never to stay in the same place for too long. Kahlen became a Siren after her family died in a terrible shipwreck, 
decades ago. And though a single word from her can kill, she can’t resist spending her days on land. Kahlen is 
resigned to finishing her sentence in solitude…until she meets Akinli.. Falling in love with a human breaks all of the 
Ocean’s rules, and if the Ocean discovers Kahlen’s feelings, she’ll be forced to leave Akinli for good. 

135. Soldier Girl #1: Front Lines (Michael Grant)  $19.95 $17.96
World War II, 1942. A court decision makes women subject to the draft and eligible for service. The unproven American 
army is going up against the greatest fighting force ever assembled, the armed forces of Nazi Germany. Three girls 
sign up to fight. Rio Richlin, Frangie Marr, and Rainy Schulterman are average girls, girls with dreams and aspirations, 
at the start of their lives, at the start of their loves. Each has her own reasons for volunteering: Rio fights to honor 
her sister; Frangie needs money for her family; Rainy wants to kill Germans. For the first time they leave behind their 
homes and families—to go to war.

136. Ten Thousand Skies Above You #2 (Claudia Gray)  $19.99 $18.00ea
In this sequel to A Thousand Pieces of You by New York Times bestselling author Claudia Gray, Marguerite races 
through various dimensions to save the boy she loves. Ever since she used the Firebird, her parents’ invention, to 
cross through to alternate dimensions, Marguerite has caught the attention of enemies who will do anything to force 
her into helping them dominate the multiverse - even hurt the people she loves. She resists until her boyfriend, Paul, 
is attacked, and his consciousness is scattered across multiple dimensions.  The hunt for each splinter of Paul’s 
soul sends Marguerite racing through a war-torn San Francisco, the criminal underworld of New York City, and a 
glittering Paris where another Marguerite hides a shocking secret. Each dimension brings Marguerite one step closer 
to rescuing Paul. But with every trial she faces, she begins to question the one constant she’s found between the 
worlds: their love for each other.

137. Thousand Pieces of You #1 

138. The Enemy #7: End, The (Charlie Higson)  $19.99 $18.00ea
Keep moving. Keep fighting. Stay Alive.The sickness struck everyone over fourteen. First it twisted their minds. Next it 
ravaged their bodies. Now they roam the streets - Crazed and hungry. Sickos swarm the streets of London. Gathered 
in the centre of the city, they lie in wait. The survivors have one final epic battle to overcome. Together they must work 
out a plan of attack and end the grown-ups reign of terror before it’s too late.The end is coming

139. Enemy, The #1  141. Fear, The #3  143. Fallen, The #5 
140. Dead, The #2  142. Sacrifice, The #4  144. Hunted, The #6

145. This Raging Light (Estelle Laure)  $16.99 $15.30
How is it that you suddenly notice a person? How is it that one day Digby was my best friend’s admittedly cute twin 
brother, and then the next he stole air, gave jitters, twisted my insides up? Lucille has bigger problems than falling 
for her best friend’s unavailable brother. Her mom has gone, leaving her to look after her sister, Wren. With bills 
mounting up and appearances to keep, Lucille is holding it together - just. A stunning new voice to rival John Green 
and Rainbow Rowell.  
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146. 100 Events That Made History (Dorling Kindersley)  $29.99 $27.00
Get ready for a historical rollercoaster ride as 100 Events That Made History brings the major moments of the past 
to life in an unforgettable way. Get the lowdown on events that have changed the course of history and shaped the 
modern world. Find out why Ivan became so terrible, why a sandwich was fatal for Archduke Ferdinand and more of 
history’s key moments.

147. All About Religion (Aled Jones)  $19.99 $18.00
Tracing the history of religion around the world and charting key events and theories, this book helps us to understand 
the motivation behind beliefs and why some people do or don’t have faith. Tricky concepts are explained and broken 
down into manageable chunks, with clear, curriculum-based information, All About Religion promotes understanding, 
tolerance and respect for people whatever they believe.
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148. All About Your Brain (Robert Winston)  $19.99 $18.00
Discover why you do what you do. Join Professor Robert Winston and introduce your child to the most powerful, 
complicated computer network that exists - their brain. From what the different parts of the brain do and why it 
changes at different stages in a person’s life, All About Your Brain uncovers the amazing things your brain does while 
you are awake and asleep. All About Your Brain is packed with amazing illustrations and fascinating facts like why 
bird song is similar to human speech and what makes animals yawn. As well as fun brainteasers to test your memory, 
perception, reasoning and reactions.

149. Atmospheric: The Burning Story Of Climate Change (Carole Wilkinson)  $18.95 $17.06
Talking about the weather used to be small talk, now it’s the hottest topic on Earth. We can’t survive without Earth’s 
atmosphere, yet most of the time we ignore it. We treat our atmosphere as a rubbish dump for our greenhouse gas 
emissions. Slowly but surely, what we are doing is changing Earth’s climate. Atmospheric cuts through the many 
voices raised around climate change to tell the story of our atmosphere, what is putting our climate at risk and what we 
can do about it. This could be the most important book you read in your life. Science Year 10 - Geography Year 9

150-152. Great Empires (Ellis Roxburgh)  $27.99 $25.20ea
Each book in the Great Empires series covers a particular empire or regional series of empires, charting its history 
from its rise to its eventual fall. Concise text and supporting boxes explore the reasons for the empire’s success-and 
its failure-and explain the mechanics of governing the empire and the experience of living under it. HISTORY Year 7

150. Chinese Empire, The  151. Egyptian Empire, The 152. Indian Empire, The

153. Historium (Richard Wilkinson)  $39.95 $35.96
Discover more than 140 exhibits in this virtual museum, open all hours. Welcome to the museum! Here you will find 
a collection of objects from ancient civilisations. Objects of beauty, objects of functionality, objects of war, objects of 
life, and objects of death and burial. As you wander from room to room, explore the magnificence of what civilisations 
have left behind over thousands of years of human history. Over 100 full-colour, immaculately detailed pages, featuring 
great works of art and fascinating everyday objects from across six continents. Objects are beautifully illustrated and 
paired with text that explains their story and importance. The large, high-quality format makes this the ultimate gift for 
book lovers. HISTORY Year 7

154. Mathmagicians: How Maths Applies To Everything (Johnny Ball)  $19.99 $18.00
From Pi, the amazing number that’s vital for so much of everyday life, to perfect proportions - did you know Leonardo 
da Vinci worked out a person’s ear is one-third the length of their face? - discover how numbers, from ancient times 
to the modern day, have enabled us to explore, build and discover just about everything. With puzzles to solve, 
conundrums to crack and incredible tricks to show to friends, Johnny Ball will teach you to become a mathmagician!

155. Top 50 Villans (Terry Deary and Martin Brown)  $14.99 $15.30
Top 50 Villains is packed full of foul facts and loathsome lists all about vile villains. From gangs of gangsters to maniacs 
who massacre, meet the biggest baddies in history and discover how they tortured and terrified their way to the top.
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